Mrs. Centanni’s Class

Welcome to Second Grade

Introducing….
Mrs. Centanni
a Movie Trailer

Hello Hayfield Families! My
name is Arundel Miguelez, and
I’m in my 2nd year as a Special
Education teacher at Hayfield.
I graduated from the College of
William and Mary, where I
played four years of Varsity
soccer while receiving my
undergraduate degree. For my
MA Ed., I also attended William
and Mary. GO TRIBE!!!
I look forward to getting to know
each one of your children as we
explore the exciting waters of
2nd grade :)

My name is Beth Molina and this is my third year as an
Instructional Assistant at Hayﬁeld Elementary School. I live
in Alexandria with my husband Luis and my three children
Alexander, Madelyn and Rebecca, who are all students at
Hayﬁeld Secondary School. I grew up in Mystic, CT and
have a degree in Elementary Education from the
University of Connecticut. I feel very lucky to spend part of
my day with your second graders and am looking forward
to a great year!

Mrs.Molina
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Some of My Favorite
Things
Color: Pink
Movie: Jaws
Game: Pictionary
Food: Tacos
Animal: Elephant
Place: The Beach
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Parent Teacher
Conferences
Conferences will be held late
October to November. A SignUp
Genius will be emailed to you so you
can sign up for a date and time.
Back to
Contents

Communication
email: sscentanni@fcps.edu
phone: 703.924.4519
Snippets from Second Grade - grade
level newsletter; published biweekly
Instagram/Twitter: @hayfield_es2nd

School Communication
○
○

E-Notify – This system allows us to send a call, text or email to all Hayfield ES parents. We use
this for essential and critical communication that we feel is important for all families to receive.
News You Choose – This system allows any member of our community to sign up to receive
email updates on topics that are important to them. It is up to you whether you want to
subscribe to the various email updates hence the name “News You Choose.” Our bi-monthly
School House News is sent via News You Choose as well as news from our Hayfield ES PTA.
Please visit this link to explore the news you choose email options for Hayfield ES. Please know
we will work to avoid email overload, but there will be times when information that was sent in
e-notify is duplicated in News You Choose. Our School House News newsletter will be sent
bi-weekly on Thursdays.

○
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HES Website: https://hayfieldes.fcps.edu
HES Office Phone Number: 703-924-4500

Temporary Dismissal Change
Parents/guardians MUST
complete the online Temporary
Dismissal Change form when a
child’s normal dismissal will
change for the day.
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A child will be sent home using his or her usual manner of
transportation unless this pass is completed online.
Parents are highly encouraged to schedule play-date
and sleepover exchanges of children outside of school
hours.
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Year At A Glance
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Year At A Glance
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Instructional Practices
★ Morning Meeting
★ Reading, Writing, and Math
Workshop
★ Guided Reading/Math
★ CCT (Critical and Creative Thinking Lessons)
★ STEM, Library, and Technology

How will the learning time be structured?
Math
Workshop

Reading & Writing
Workshop
• Whole group Focus
Lesson (10-15 m.)
• Differentiated small
group instruction
(minutes vary)
• Book Clubs or
Partner Reading
using breakout
rooms

•

Whole group Number
Sense Routine
(5-10m)

•

Whole group Focus
Lesson (10 m.)

•

Differentiated small
group instruction
(minutes vary)

•

• Independent
Reading & Writing

breakout rooms

• Whole Group
Reflection
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Collaborative
tasks/ using

•
•

Independent
Practice
Whole Group
Reflection

Science/
Social Studies
• Content may be
integrated within
Math and Language
Arts
• Whole GroupDiscussion-based,
model
investigations, a
focus on creative
and critical thinking
• Working
collaboratively in
breakout rooms
(Project-based
learning)
16

Project Based Learning -PBL

Our second graders will engage in three
exciting projects this year where they will
learn and teach all about:
● The Powhatan, Lakota, and Pueblo tribes.

● Different storms such as hurricanes,
tornadoes, thunderstorms, and
blizzards.
● The life and contributions of some of the
most famous Americans.
Back to
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Homework
Research shows that children who
read at least 90 minutes daily develop
into proficient readers.
Please have your child read for at least 20
minutes each day. You can:
1. Take turns reading with your child.
2. Have him/her listen to a book on MyOn.
3. Read to your child.
All of the above are equivalent to his/her
reading.
Back to
Contents
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Consistently demonstrates concepts and skills of standard taught this
quarter
●
●
●
●

3

Grading

2

Usually demonstrates concepts and skills of standard taught this quarter
●

Frequency of behavior, most of the time

●
●
●

Requires limited support when demonstrating understanding
Demonstrates a general understanding off content taught
Makes few major errors or omissions when demonstrating concepts or
processes

Sometimes demonstrates concepts and skills of standard taught this
quarter
●
●
●
●

1

Frequency of behavior, nearly all the time
Requires no support when demonstrating understanding
Demonstrates a thorough understanding of content taught
Makes no major errors or omissions when demonstrating concepts or
processes taught

Frequency of behavior, some of the time
Requires moderate support in order to demonstrate understanding of concepts
and skills
Demonstrates a partial understanding of content taught
Makes some errors or omissions when demonstrating concepts or processes

Seldom demonstrates concepts and skills of standard taught this quarter
●
●
●
●

Frequency of behavior, seldom
Requires considerable support in order to demonstrate learning of concepts
and skills
Demonstrates limited understanding of concepts, skills, and processes taught
Makes frequent major errors when demonstrating concepts or processes

Grading and Reporting
Balanced Assessment
Approach

Parent/Teacher
Communication

• Projects
• Rubrics specific to
assignments
• Tests & Quizzes
• Performance Tasks

• Phone Call
• Email
• Progress Update
Form
• Office Hours

Student understanding is
assessed in multiple
ways. Each assessment
type provides information
to guide and inform
instruction to meet the
needs of students.

Teachers remain in
contact with parents
throughout each quarter
to share and monitor
student progress.
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Elementary
Progress Report
• Achievement
Grade
• Effort Grade
• Life, Work &
Citizenship

The progress report
reflects the student’s
current level of
understanding and
demonstration of
knowledge and skills.

Second Grade Notes
1. Birthday invitations may not be passed out
at school or in Thursday folders.
2. Any treats must be store bought with
ingredient labels.
3. Please send in an extra mask for your
child.
4. Send one healthy snack with your childwe will have a “working snack” each day.
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